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Impact ionization plays a crucial role for electron transport in semiconductors at high electric fields.
We derive appropriate quantum kinetic equations for electron transport in semiconductors within
linear response theory. The field-dependent collision integral is evaluated for the process of impact
ionization. A known, essentially analytical result is reproduced within the parabolic band
approximation@W. Quadeet al., Phys. Rev. B50, 7398~1994!#. Based on the numerical results for
zero field strengths but realistic band structures, a fit formula is proposed for the respective
field-dependent impact ionization rate. Explicit results are given for GaAs, Si, GaN, ZnS, and SrS.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!03002-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of high field transport in semiconductors has
both theoretical interest and practical applications.1 While
electron scattering at other electrons, impurities, and
phonons determines the low-field electron distribution func-
tion ~EDF!, intervalley electron-phonon scattering, and espe-
cially, band-to-band impact ionization become the dominant
scattering processes for high fields in the mega volt per cen-
timeter domain, leading to carrier multiplication and field
clamping.2

We have previously calculated the impact ionization rate
for Si and GaAs,3 ZnS,4–6 GaN,7 and SrS~Ref. 8! neglecting
the influence of the electric field on the collision term—the
intracollisional field effect~ICFE!. We have used a local
empirical pseudopotential method~EPM! to calculate the
band structure which has pronounced influence on the nu-
merical results for the impact ionization rate. Therefore, non-
local contributions to the pseudopotentials arising from dif-
ferent angular momentum states have been taken into
account for ZnS.5,6

However, the ICFE should also affect the behavior of the
impact ionization rate in the high-field regime. For instance,
the evaluation of the Barker–Ferry kinetic equation9 for Si10

has indicated that the threshold energy for impact ionization
is lowered due to the field because the impacting electron is
further accelerated during the collision. This results in a
higher ionization rate near the threshold, whereas for higher
energies of the impacting electron the field influence van-
ishes.

Quadeet al.11 applied a density matrix approach to car-
rier generation in semiconductors. Within the parabolic band
approximation, they were able to give an essentially analyti-
cal result for the field-assisted impact ionization rate which
was evaluated for GaAs and Si. Again, the systematic low-
ering of the threshold energy with the field strength has been
shown.

The field dependence of the collision integral was also
studied by means of the Green function technique, solving
the Kadanoff–Baym equations12 in various approximations.
Avoiding the conventional gradient expansion or delta-
function approximation for the spectral density, an integral
equation has been derived for the EDF taking into account
the ICFE.13,14 The Levinson15 or Barker–Ferry transport
equation9 was evaluated within a saddle-point approximation
for GaAs at high field strengths, taking into account electron-
phonon interactions.16 Alternatively, a gauge-invariant for-
mulation of the Airy representation of the Kadanoff–Baym
theory was developed.17 The Mori projection operator tech-
nique was applied to study nonlinear transport in semicon-
ductors and, especially, the ICFE and collision broadening.18

The method of the nonequilibrium statistical operator as de-
veloped by Zubarev19 was applied to study both steady-state
and transient properties in hot-electron transport.20,21

We derive quantum kinetic equations for the EDF in
semiconductors using the Zubarev approach and take into
account the full field dependence of the collision integral.
We then focus on impact ionization processes and rederive
the general, field-dependent impact ionization rate given by
Quadeet al.11 within the parabolic band approximation, and
the Keldysh formula22 valid for energies near the threshold.
Comparing with the results for the zero-field impact ioniza-
tion rate which were calculated with realistic band
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structures,4–8 a field-dependent fit formula is proposed. Ex-
plicit results are given for various semiconductor materials.

II. DERIVATION OF A QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATION

Quantum kinetic equations can be derived within differ-
ent methods of nonequilibrium statistical physics. For in-
stance, the Green function technique has been successfully
applied to derive the well-known Kadanoff–Baym
equations.12 Alternatively, the response method allows to de-
rive balance equations for the single-particle density matrix
where the time evolution of correlations is described by the
nonequilibrium statistical operator~NESO!. This method,
developed mainly by Zubarev,19 has been applied to charged
particle systems such as plasmas and semiconductors.23

Starting point is a modified Liouville–von Neumann equa-
tion for the NESO%(t) which is governed by the Hamilton
operatorH(t)

]

]t
%~ t !1

1

i\
@%~ t !,H~ t !#52 lim

«→10
«@%~ t !2% rel~ t !#.

~1!

This equation has a formal solution of the form

%~ t !5% rel~ t !2E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t)U~ t,t8!H ]

]t8
% rel~ t8!

1
1

i\
@% rel~ t8!,H~ t8!#J U†~ t,t8!. ~2!

The time dependence of operators is given in the Heisenberg
picture via the time evolution operatorU(t,t8)

A~ t,t8!5U†~ t,t8!AU~ t,t8!,
~3!

U~ t,t8!5T expF2
i

\ E
t8

t

H~t!dtG ,
whereT is the time-ordering operator. The relevant statistical
operator% rel(t) is usually taken as a generalized Gibbs state
as proposed by Robertson24

% rel~ t !5expF2F~ t !2(
m

Fm~ t !BmG , ~4!

whereF(t) is the normalization, and the Lagrange param-
eters Fm(t) are determined by the self-consistency condi-
tions

^Bm& t5Tr@%~ t !Bm#[^Bm& rel
t 5Tr@% rel~ t !Bm#. ~5!

Quantum kinetic equations are immediately derived for
any relevant observableBm which is not explicitly time de-
pendent by performing the time derivative according to

d

dt
^Bm& t5TrH 1

i\
@Bm ,H~ t !#%~ t !J [^Ḃm& t. ~6!

The first method is to insert the NESO Eq.~2! which is
mainly determined by the relevant statistical operator~4!.
This leads to a Boltzmann-type balance equation for the rel-
evant observables with a drift and a collision term. The sec-
ond method is to apply perturbation theory in situations
where the Hamilton operator can be split according toH(t)

5H0(t)1H8. The main partH0(t) contains the ideal contri-
butions and the full time variation of, e.g., external fields,
whereas the perturbationH8 describes the interactions. The
following quantum kinetic equation is then derived:

]

]t
^Bm& t2 i(

n
Vmn~ t !^Bn&

t5Jm~ t !,

1

i\
@Bm ,H0~ t !#5 i(

n
Vmn~ t !Bn , ~7!

1

i\
^@Bm ,H8#& t5TrH%~ t !

1

i\
@Bm ,H8#J [Jm~ t !.

Since the explicit time dependence of operators is now only
determined byH0(t), a corresponding time evolution opera-
tor can be introduced via

U0~ t,t8!5T expF2
i

\ E
t8

t

H0~t!dtG , ~8!

so that the NESO Eq.~2! can be given after partial integra-
tion of the Liouville–von Neumann Eq.~1! in the form

%~ t !5% rel~ t !2E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t)U0~ t,t8!

3H ]

]t8
% rel~ t8!1

1

i\
@% rel~ t8!,H0~ t8!#

1
1

i\
@%~ t8!,H8#J U0

†~ t,t8!. ~9!

The interaction partH8 contributes via the full NESO%(t8)
so that only an iterative solution of the quantum kinetic Eq.
~7! is possible. Furthermore, Eq.~9! contains the full time
evolution of the relevant statistical operator% rel(t8) which is
determined by the mean values of the relevant observables
Bn . The time evolution of the system at all former time steps
is contained in the integration in Eq.~9! which is usually
denoted as memory effect. The corresponding time deriva-
tive (]/]t8) % rel(t8) is given by the time variation of the
mean values according to

]

]t
% rel~ t !1

1

i\
@% rel~ t !,H0~ t !#5(

n

d% rel~ t !

d^Bn&
t Jn~ t !. ~10!

The commutator@% rel(t8),H
0(t8)# cancels in Eq.~9! and we

have finally the following equation for the NESO:

%~ t !5% rel~ t !2E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t)U0~ t,t8!

3H(
n

d% rel~ t8!

d^Bn&
t8

Jn~ t8!

1
1

i\
@%~ t8!,H8#J U0

†~ t,t8!. ~11!

Inserting this expression into Eq.~7! and iterating up to
the second order with respect toH8, the following general
quantum kinetic equation is derived:25
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]

]t
^Bm& t2 i(

n
Vmn~ t !^Bn&

t5Jm
(1)~ t !1Jm

(2)~ t !,

Jm
(1)~ t !5

1

i\
^@Bm ,H8#& rel

t , ~12!

Jm
(2)~ t !52

1

\2 E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t)

3H FH8,@H8~ t,t8!,Bm~ t,t8!#

1 i\(
n

Bn

dJm
(1)~ t,t8!

d^Bn& rel
t8 G J

rel

t8

.

This equation contains the interactions up to the second
order, memory effects via% rel(t8) which is determined by
the mean valueŝBn&

t8, and the effects of an external, time-
dependent field viaH0(t) ~for a more detailed discussion,
see Ref. 23!. If the Hamilton operatorH0 is not explicitly
time dependent, the second-order collision operatorJm

(2)(t) in
the quantum kinetic Eq.~12! can be given in a Markovian
form26,27

Jm
(2,M )~ t !52

1

\2 E
2`

0

dt1e«t1K FH8~ t1!,@H8,Bm#

1 i\(
k

Bk

dJm
(1)~ t !

d^Bk&
t G L

rel

t

. ~13!

III. SEMICONDUCTOR IN A HOMOGENEOUS
ELECTRIC FIELD

After we have outlined the derivation of a general quan-
tum kinetic Eq.~12! by means of the NESO Eq.~11!, we will
now apply the formalism to treat the electron transport in
semiconductors at high electric field strengths. We start with
the Hamilton operator for electrons in an electromagnetic
field. The vector potentialAW (rW,t) determines the electric and
magnetic fields according to

EW ~rW,t !52¹w~rW,t !2
1

c

]AW ~rW,t !

]t
,

~14!
BW ~rW,t !5¹3AW ~rW,t !.

Supposing a homogeneous electromagnetic field, i.e.,
AW (t)5A0

W cos(vt1a0), the electrons couple only to the elec-
tric field component andBW 50. Choosing the gauge transfor-
mation w(rW,t)50, the electric field is given byEW (t)
5E0
W sin(vt1a0) with E0

W5A0
Wv/c. The Hamilton operator

H~ t !5Hel
0 ~ t !1Hph

0 1He2 i8 1He2ph8 1He2e8 ~15!

consists of the electrons in the bandn coupled to the field,
the phonons, the electron-impurity interaction via a potential
F, the electron–phonon interaction in Fro¨hlich representa-
tion with a matrix elementDq , and the electron–electron
interactionVee

Hel
0 ~ t !5(

np
F«np2

e

mnc
pW •A0
W cos~vt1a0!

1
e2

2mnc2 A0
2 cos2~vt1a0!Ganp

† anp ,

Hph
0 5(

q
\vqbq

†bq ,

He2 i8 5
1

V (
np,n8p8

F~p,p8!anp
† an8p8 , ~16!

He2ph8 5
1

AV
(
npq

Dq~bq1b2q
† !an,p1\q

† anp ,

He2e8 5
1

2 (
n1n2 ,n18n28

(
k1k2 ,k18k28

3Vee~k18k28 ,k1k2!an
28k

28
†

an
18k

18
†

an1k1
an2k2

.

anp
† , anp andbq

† , bq are creation and annihilation operators
for electrons in the bandn and phonons, respectively. Effec-
tive massesmn can be introduced for spherical parabolic
bands, i.e.,«np5\2p2/2mn .

We have to specify the relevant observablesBm for the
treatment of electron transport in semiconductors. For a com-
plete description of the coupled electron-phonon system, we
have to take into account the single-particle occupation num-
bersnn(p) for the valence (n5v) and the conduction bands
(n5c) as well as the phonon occupation numbersN(q) as
relevant observables, i.e.,$Bm%5$nv(p),nc(p),N(q)%. Their
mean values are the electron single-particle distribution func-
tion and the phonon distribution function, respectively,

f np~ t !5^nn~p!& rel
t 5^anp

† anp& rel
t ,

~17!
Nq~ t !5^N~q!& rel

t 5^bq
†bq& rel

t .

In what follows, we will restrict ourselves to the treatment of
the EDF. However, also the evolution of the phonon distri-
bution function can be studied. The EDF can be related to
the diagonal part of the Wigner distribution function and is
determined from the general quantum kinetic Eq.~12!

]

]t
f np~ t !1eEW ~ t !•

]

]pW
f np~ t !5Je~p,t !. ~18!

We have to evaluate the field-dependent collision terms
Je(p,t) given by Eq.~12!. It follows immediately from the
Hamilton operator~16! that

Je
(1)~p,t !5

1

i\
$@nn~p!,H8#%rel

t 50. ~19!

Therefore, the second-order collision termsJ(2)(t) in Eq.
~12! can be evaluated from the Markovian form Eq.~13! in
which the time-dependent operators are given in the Heisen-
berg representation Eq.~3! using the time evolution operator
~8!. The following second-order electron collision terms for
the scattering at impurities, with phonons and with other
electrons is then derived~for details, see Ref. 23!
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Je
(2,e2 i )~p,t !52

2

\2V2 (
n8p8

uF~p8,p!u2

3E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t) cos@Vnp,n8p8~ t,t8!#

3@ f n8p8~ t !2 f np~ t !#, ~20!

Je
(2,e2ph)~p,t !52

2

\2V (
q

uDqu2E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t)

3$@~11Nq! f np1q~ t !@12 f np~ t !#

2Nqf np~ t !@12 f np1q~ t !##

3cos@Vnp,np1\q~ t,t8!1vq~ t2t8!#

1@Nqf np2q~ t !@12 f np~ t !#2~11Nq!

3 f np~ t !@12 f np2q~ t !##

3cos@Vnp,np2\q~ t,t8!2vq~ t2t8!#%,

~21!

Je
(2,e2e)~p,t !52

4

\2 (
n2n18n28

(
k2k18k28

uVee~k18k28 ,pk2!u2

3E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t) cos@Vn
18k

18n
28k

28 ,npn2k2
~ t,t8!#

3$ f np~ t ! f n2k2
~ t !@12 f n

18k
18
~ t !#@12 f n

28k
28
~ t !#

2 f n
18k

18
~ t ! f n

28k
28
~ t !@12 f np~ t !#@12 f n2k2

~ t !#%.

~22!

The quantitiesV are given by

Vn1k1 ,n2k2
~ t,t8!5

1

\
~«n1k1

2«n2k2
!~ t2t8!1

ln1k1
2ln2k2

\v

3@sin~vt1a0!2sin~vt81a0!#1
e2A0

2

2\c2

3S 1

mn1

2
1

mn2
D F t2t8

2
1

sin~2vt12a0!

4v

2
sin~2vt812a0!

4v G , ~23!

Vn
18k

18n
28k

28 ,n1k1n2k2
~ t,t8!5

1

\
~«n

18k
18
1«n

28k
28
2«n1k1

2«n2k2
!

3~ t2t8!

1
ln

18k
18
1ln

28k
28
2ln1k1

2ln2k2

\v

3@sin~vt1a0!2sin~vt81a0!#

1
e2A0

2

2\c2 S 1

mn
28

1
1

mn
18

2
1

mn1

2
1

mn2
D F t2t8

2
1

sin~2vt12a0!

4v

2
sin~2vt812a0!

4v G . ~24!

The coupling of the electrons to the external field is de-
scribed bylnp52epW •A0

W /cmn . The last terms on the right-
hand side of Eqs.~23! and ~24! vanish for intraband pro-
cesses, but give contributions for interband processes
~impact ionization! considered in the next section.

For constant electric fields, i.e.,EW 05const. andv→0,
the quantitiesAW 05EW 0c/v and lnp diverge. The respective
singularities in the collision integrals can be removed by
replacing the Wigner functionsf W(pW ,t) by gauge-invariant
functions f G(pW ,t) according to23

f np~ t !5 f n
G~pW ,t ![ f n

W@PW ~ t !#, ~25!

where PW (t)5pW 1eAW (t)/c is the canonical momentum. The
quantities Eqs.~23! and ~24! reduce then to their static val-
ues,

Vn1k1 ,n2k2

0 ~ t,t8!5
1

\
~«n1k1

2«n2k2
!~ t2t8!2

eEW

2\

•S kW1

mn1

2
kW2

mn2

D ~ t2t8!2

1
1

3
vF,i

3 ~ t2t8!3, ~26!

Vn
18k

18n
28k

28 ,n1k1n2k2

0
~ t,t8!5

1

\
~«n

18k
18
1«n

28k
28
2«n1k1

2«n2k2
!~ t2t8!2

eEW

2\
•S kW81

mn
18

1
kW82

mn
28

2
kW1

mn1

2
kW2

mn2
D ~ t2t8!2

1
1

3
vF,e

3 ~ t2t8!3, ~27!

whereEW 5EW 0 sin(a0) and

vF,i
3 5

e2E2

2\ S 1

mn1

2
1

mn2
D ,

vF,e
3 5

e2E2

2\ S 1

mn
18

1
1

mn
28

2
1

mn1

2
1

mn2
D . ~28!

IV. IMPACT IONIZATION RATE

The electron–electron collision integral Eq.~22! is stud-
ied in more detail. We are especially interested in the inelas-
tic process of impact ionization which has a strong influence
on the EDF at high electric field strengths. Previous calcula-
tions for Si and GaAs,3,28 ZnS,4–6 GaN,7,29,30 SrS,7,8 and
InN31 have indicated that substantial contributions to the im-
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pact ionization rater ii (p) arise from electrons in the higher
bands, especially for the wide band gap materials, so that we
have taken into account four~to six! conduction bands and
four valence bands, i.e.,n i ,n i85124(6).

In the process of impact ionization, a conduction band
electron impact ionizes a valence band electron, i.e., 112
→18128, see Fig. 1. The band indices and energies
n1 ,«k1

,n18 ,«k
18
,n28 ,«k

28
run over the conduction bands,

while n2 , «k2
belong to the valence bands. Supposing that

the semiconductor is not highly excited, the conduction
bands are almost empty so that the Pauli blocking factors are
unity, i.e., (12 f np)'1. Furthermore, the~second! in-
scattering term can be neglected compared with the~first!
out-scattering term in the balance for the population of states
with momentump and the following collision integral can be
given for field-dependent impact ionization:

Je
(2,i i )~p,E0 ,t !52r ii ~p,E0 ,t ! f W~p2eE0t !,

~29!

r ii ~p,E0 ,t !52
4

\2 (
n2n18n28

(
k2k18k28

uVee~k18k28 ,pk2!u2

3E
2`

t

dt8e«(t82t) cos@Vn
18k

18n
28k

28 ,npn2k2

0
~ t,t8!#.

The matrix element contains the Debye-like screened
Coulomb potential with the inverse screening lengthl and
the overlap~or Bloch! integralsFi j (k,q) for the impact ion-
ization process

uVee~q!u25S e2

««0Vg
D 2S FccFcv

q21l2D 2

dk
181k

282p2k2
, ~30!

« and«0 are the relative and absolute permittivity, andVg is
the crystal volume.

We evaluate Eq.~29! for a direct semiconductor with
spherical parabolic bands and effective masses for the va-
lence (mn2

5mv) and conduction band (mn
18
5mn

28
5mn1

5mc), and definea5mc /mv and m5(112a)/(11a).
Quadeet al.11 derived a collision integral similar to Eq.~29!
within a density matrix approach and were able to evaluate
the integrations over the momentak18 andk28 essentially ana-
lytically in the Markov limit, considering the full, statically
screened Coulomb matrix element between the two elec-
trons. Following their derivation, we obtain with the defini-
tion of the Airy function

p

~3a!1/3Ai S 6
x

~3a!1/3D5E
0

`

dt cos~at36xt! ~31!

the general result

r ii
(Q)~p,E0!5

1

t
Q

E
0

`

dES̄~Ep ,Ep

2E!
1

EF
ii Ai S Eth2Ep1E

EF
ii D ,

1

t
Q

5
Am

4p2~11a!3/2S e2FcvFccAmc

««0\3/2 D 2

,

S̄~Ep ,E!5
1

2 SAEM~Ep ,El ,E!

Ep
1A Ep

EM~Ep ,El ,E!
D

21,
~32!

EM~Ep ,El ,E!5 1
2 ~A~El2E!214EpEl2El1E!,

Ep5
p2

2mc
, El5m2

\2l2

2mc
, Eth5mEg ,

EF
ii 5\vF

ii , vF
ii 5S ~11a!~eE0!2

8mc\
D 1/3

.

Ep is the kinetic energy of the impacting electron,Eth is the
threshold energy for impact ionization,Eg is the gap energy
andvF

ii the electro-optical frequency. As a result of the field
influence during the collision, the threshold energy for im-
pact ionization is lowered, and the impact ionization rate
increases significantly in this energy domain as shown by
Quadeet al.11 for Si and GaAs explicitly. In the zero-field
limit, the Airy function yields a delta function and we have
simply

r ii
(Q)~p,0!5

1

t
Q

S̄~Ep ,Eth!. ~33!

Another analytical result for the impact ionization rate
was derived by Keldysh22 assuming a constant, i.e.,
q-independent matrix elementuVu, and expanding the ener-
gies of the electrons involved in the process with respect to
the threshold energyEth . If we perform only the constant
matrix element approximation but take into account the full
field dependence of the collision integral Eq.~29!, a modified
impact ionization rate can be derived

r ii
(K)~p,E0!5

1

tK
E

0

`

dES E

Eth
D 2 1

EF
ii Ai S Eth2Ep1E

EF
ii D ,

~34!
1

tK
5

1

32p2~112a!3/2S e2FccFcvAmc

««0\3/2 D 2

.

Again, the zero-field limit can be performed and we obtain
the original Keldysh formula for impact ionization22 which
has frequently been used in simulation studies of electron
transport in semiconductors~see, e.g., Ref. 32!

r ii
(K)~p,0!5

1

tK
S Ep2Eth

Eth
D 2

. ~35!

FIG. 1. Schematic impact ionization process for electrons.
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The impact-ionization mean free flight timetK depends only
on the effective masses, the relative permittivity and the
overlap integrals, which are set equal to unity in Eq.~35!. In
principle, this prefactor 1/tK cannot be taken as a free, ad-
justable parameter in simulations of high-field transport.

However, we have shown in previous articles4–8 that the
full band structure has to be considered when calculating the
impact ionization rate in the zero-field limit where the time
integration in Eq.~29! yields the energy-conserving delta
function. The model of two parabolic bands applied so far is
not sufficient to describe interband transitions, especially in
wide band gap materials like ZnS, GaN, or SrS, where pro-
nounced contributions arise from higher conduction bands.
Four to six conduction bands~and four valence bands! are
usually considered for the complete numerical evaluation of
the zero-field impact ionization rate. These numerical results
can be parameterized again in terms of a generalized
Keldysh formula according to

r ii
(F)~p,0!5CS Ep2Eth

Eth
D a

, ~36!

where the prefactorC, the threshold energyEth , and the
powera are given in Table I for a variety of semiconductor
materials. Obviously, the influence of the band structure
manifests itself in valuesa.2 compared with the original
Keldysh formula~35! derived for spherical parabolic bands.
Comparing Eqs.~34!–~36!, we propose a new fit formula for
impact ionization that considers the influence of an applied
electric field and the full band structure according to

r ii
(F)~p,E0!5CE

0

`

dES E

Eth
D a 1

EF
ii Ai S Eth2Ep1E

EF
ii D . ~37!

In Fig. 2, we compare the numerical results according to
Eq. ~37! for GaAs with the parabolic band approximation of
Quadeet al.,11, Eq. ~32!. The consideration of the full band
structure (F) which is represented by the parametera in Eq.
~37! leads to a higher threshold compared with the parabolic
band approximation (P) because the lowest conduction band
in GaAs does not contribute to the impact ionization rate.3

Furthermore, the full-band rate reaches higher values for me-
dium energies due to the consideration of higher conduction
bands. The applied electric field leads to a lowering of the
threshold energy, but has no influence for energies above 2.5
eV.

The results for Si are shown in Fig. 3. Budeet al.10

solved the Barker–Ferry equation and gave results for the

field-dependent impact ionization rate in Si including the ef-
fect of high scattering rates, i.e., collision broadening, for
energies above 1.5 eV. Both effects lead to a lowering of the
threshold energy and to an increase of the impact ionization
rate so that it is not surprising that their results lie above our
curves. However, the energy conservingd function was re-
placed by a Lorentzian whose extended tails might overesti-
mate the effect. Furthermore, no results were given for the
actual threshold region.

Quadeet al.11 showed field dependent rates also for Si
along the~001! direction ~see Fig. 7 of their article!. The
threshold energy is lowered from 1.1 to 0.9 eV for the same
field strength domain of 0.1 to 1.0 MV/cm, and the curves
show a stronger increase compared with the present results,
i.e., aharder threshold behavior. This underlines the neces-
sity to include more details of the band structure.

TABLE I. Parameters for the field dependent impact ionization rate Eq.~37!
for various semiconductor materials, see Ref. 33. The band structure was
determined within the EPM; nonlocal corrections were considered for ZnS
and SrS.

Eth

~eV!
C

(1010 eV2a s21! a

Si 0.8 36.22 3.683
GaAs 1.8 93.659 4.743
GaN 3.6 0.009 49 7.434
ZnS 3.8 5.935 5.073
SrS 4.0 59.723 3.182

FIG. 2. Field dependent impact ionization rate for GaAs within the para-
bolic band approximation~see Ref. 11! (P) according to Eq.~32! compared
with Eq. ~37! where the full band structure (F) is considered.

FIG. 3. Field dependent impact ionization rate for Si according to Eq.~37!
where the full band structure is considered. Available results forE
>1.5 eV including the ICFE and collision broadening~see Ref. 10! ~CB! are
shown in addition~dashed line!.
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The results for the field-dependent impact ionization rate
in the wide band gap materials GaN, ZnS, and SrS are shown
in Figs. 4–6. The behavior of ZnS and SrS is very similar,
while the rate for GaN is substantially lower. This reflects
the respective behavior of the zero-field rates.7,8 The ICFE
influences only the direct threshold region and leads to a
systematic lowering of the threshold energy with increasing
field strength. The sensitivity of this lowering is related to
the effective masses which are introduced as material param-
eters in the quantityEF

ii in Eq. ~32! for the parabolic band
result. The analytical form of Eq.~32! is also adapted for the
fit formula ~37! that reflects the full band structure via the
parametera and, again, the quantityEF

ii . About 0.5 eV~1
eV! above the threshold energy, the impact ionization rate
becomes already independent of the field for the narrow
~wide! band gap materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have derived a field-dependent impact
ionization rate, Eq.~29!, based on a generalized quantum
kinetic equation. We recover the analytical result~32! of
Quadeet al.11 within the parabolic band approximation. Fur-
thermore, we have proposed a fit formula, Eq.~37!, that con-
tains the influence of the full band structure via the param-
eter a and reproduces the numerical results for zero field
strength.4–8 We have evaluated Eq.~37! for arbitrary field
strengths for a variety of semiconductor materials, see Figs.
2–6. The ICFE is of importance only in a narrow energy
region around the threshold and leads to a lowering of the
threshold energy.

The field-dependent impact ionization rate as given here
can be used as input in Monte Carlo simulations of high-field
electron transport. The consideration of the ICFE will lead to
a modified EDF so that, e.g., the field dependence of the
macroscopic ionization coefficienta i as found experimen-
tally for ZnS34 can be studied in more detail.

Further effects such as collision broadening or the field
dependence of the Wigner distribution function in Eq.~29!
have to be considered in a self-consistent approach to the
field effects. For instance, collision broadening can be incor-
porated in the present approach by replacing the one-particle
energiesEp by quasiparticle energies«p . For this, an ap-
proximation for the self-energy is needed which leads to a
broadened spectral function.

Another important effect for high field transport is dy-
namic screening. In principle, the Coulomb matrix element
Eq. ~30! for impact ionization has to be evaluated consider-
ing a wave vector and frequency dependent dielectric func-
tion «(q,v) instead of a statically screened one. This re-
quires a complete numerical evaluation of the collision
integral~29!. The influence of dynamic screening on the im-
pact ionization rate has been studied for the zero-field case
for Si35 and GaAs.36 Comparing with our respective results
for zero field strengths,3 where a wave vector dependent di-
electric function37 has been used for the evaluation of the

FIG. 4. Field dependent impact ionization rate for GaN according to
Eq. ~37!.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for ZnS.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4 but for SrS.
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impact ionization matrix element, only minor differences
have to be stated.
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